EXPLORING PROPHETIC APPROACH OF DAWAH IN EDUCATION WITH RESPECT TO CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS

Introduction

All pioneers, reformers and history makers earned fame in one or two fields of life. It was the Holy Prophet (PBUH) who was a perfect and an exemplary model in all aspects of human life. Not only Muslims, but non-Muslims also acknowledged his expertise, skills, intelligence, wisdom, and strategy in peace as well as war affairs. Michael H. Hart said that “He was the only man in history who was supremely successful on both the religious and secular level”. [Hart, 1978] G.B Shaw presented his tribute to our beloved Prophet Muhammad PBUH in the words that “he must be called the savior of humanity”. [Farhat, 2019] The reason for the highness of Holy Prophet (PBUH) was that Allah Almighty itself proclaimed his prophet an exemplary model for humanity as it is referenced in Quran;

﴿لَقَدْ كَانَ لَكُمْ فِي رَسُولِ اللَِّ أُسْوَةٌ حَسَنَةٌ﴾

“There has certainly been for you in the Messenger of Allah an excellent pattern”.

The claim of Noble Quran had been demonstrated hundred percent valid as he appeared as a reformer, an ideal personality, head of state, Judge, commander in chief, model trader, and a perfect educationist. In educational context, history affirms that the Holy Prophet (PBUH) was an enthusiastic teacher, wisest policy maker, well aware of educational objectives, well informed of teaching methodology, and a perfects preacher that’s why he invested a large portion of time and energy in educational activities.

One of the motives of extraordinary emphasize on education was the first revelation of Noble Quran as Allah Almighty started his communication with our beloved Prophet PBUH with the ‘education’. It was mentioned in the Surah Al-Alaq;

﴿اقْرَأْ بِاسْمِ رَبِّكَ الَّذِي خَلَقَ ... عَلَّمَ الِْنْسَانَ مَا لَمْ يَعْلَمْ﴾

“Recite in the name of your Lord who created …Taught man that which he knew not.”

The Holy Prophet (PBUH) rehearsed this commandment of Holy Quran in a way that he never ignored a single opportunity of preaching through educational process. Additionally, we can see the life of Holy Prophet PBUH that he for an incredible duration accentuated Dawah activities throughout his life. The research shows that one of the essential duties of his Prophet Hood was to educate mankind. [Qureshi, S. A., & Lodhi, 2011: 312]. The Noble Quran has depicted the four noteworthy obligations of our beloved Prophet Muhammad PBUH.

﴿يَتْلُو عَلَيْهِمْ آيَاتِهِ وَيُزَكِّيهِمْ وَيُعَلِّمُهُمُ الْكِتَابَ وَالْحِكْمَة﴾

“Reciting to them His verses and purifying them and teaching them the Book and wisdom”.

This verse of Noble Quran unmistakably uncovered the four obligations of Holy Prophet: first was recitation of Holy Quran, the second was purging heart from sins, the third was teaching Al-Qur’an, and the fourth was teaching wisdom. Each of these obligations rotated around the Dawah activities. It turned out to be clear by above lines the nothing was important than dawah in the eyes of our beloved Prophet PBUH.

One of the uniqueness of prophetic strategies was to make education as a source of preaching Dawah. There was no discrimination between worldly knowledge and religious knowledge. The Holy Prophet PBUH made special arrangements for Dawah which could be seen throughout his life. For this purpose he used the educational process as a tool of preaching the teachings of Islam. To convey the message of Islam, he went to the markets, fairs, gathering of people, heads of different tribes and utilized his ultimate potential to convince people towards the Islam and Allah Almighty. By having a look upon the strategy of Holy Prophet PBUH, the author intended to investigate the approach of Holy Prophet PBUH towards Dawah and its effectiveness in contemporary era. The research at one hand will disclose the prophetic methodology; while on the other hand would be beneficial to make the methodology of Dawah more effective and fruitful.

Objectives of the study

The main objectives of the study are:
1. To disclose the importance of education as a Dawah strategy of Holy Prophet BPUH.
2. To highlight the strategy of Holy Prophet PBUH in Dawah.
3. To explore the effectiveness of Prophetic strategy in contemporary times.
4. To make a bridge between theory and practice by suggesting possible solution.
Research Methodology
The aim of this research paper was to explore the Holy prophet’s PBUH strategy of preaching by education. Qualitative and descriptive research approach was employed. The author divided the research into two phases: first was descriptive in which author discussed the importance of education to Holy Prophet PBUH in the context of Dawah, second explored the strategy of Holy Prophet in Dawah which also dealt with the usability of Prophetic approach in contemporary times. For the collection of data, first of all Quran and Sunnah were consulted as primary sources and afterward books, theses, and biography of Prophet Muhammad PBUH were consulted as secondary sources. Some relevant material was also taken from internet after verification. Moreover, the author used the abductive reasoning by relating with the available literature in order to assess the ground realities and make the research applied and effective.

Literature Review
The Holy Prophet PBUH was sent to society of ignorant, illiterate, uncivilized and highly ill-mannered people. Their religious, political, social, economic, moral, cultural and educational condition was extremely depressed. Raghib Tabbakh writes about their educational condition that “one of major qualities of Arabs was to be Ummi (ignorant) as there were only few persons who could read and write.” [Tabbakh, 2006]. Allah Almighty mentioned the ignorance of Arabs before sending the Holy Prophet PBUH;

\[
\text{\text{\text{Al-Quran, 62:02})
\text{\text{﴿وَاِنْ كَانُوْا مِنْ قَبْلُ لَفِيْ ضَلٰلٍ مُّبِيْنٍ﴾}}
\text{\text{}}
\text{\text{Although they were before in clear error}}
\]

It was a great blessing of Allah to humanity that He sent His Prophet to take out the mankind from darkness towards light and rejoin the broken links between the creator and the creature. The Holy Prophet PBUH accomplished his mission with the help of Dawah and molded the men of ignorance into the men of knowledge. The consequences of prophetic reforms appeared in such a way that great scholars, intellectuals, men of letters, savants and sages were born among the unlettered people, and their knowledge, wisdom, sagacity and erudition was recognized by the entire world.

Strategy of Holy Prophet PBUH in Dawah with Respect to Contemporary Applications
There are many significant aspects of Dawah of Holy Prophet PBUH, out of which some are given below in the visual presentation and are discussed below in detail;

Visual Presentation of Prophetic Strategy
**Psychological Considerations in Dawah**

Addressing audience according to the audience’s mental level is very important in dawah activities. To impress others, some people show off their knowledge by using difficult vocab and sentences. In their caliber and natures, people are different. It is a God-gifted stuff, but the achievement is dependent upon everybody’s comprehension.

Our Holy prophet PBUH talked with the companions in a way that they understood everything without any ambiguity. The companions belonged to different background including urban and rural. His methodology was equally beneficial for educated and uneducated individuals.

**Logical Reasoning & Removal of Doubts in Dawah**

In dawah of Islamic injunctions, it is essential to have conceptual clarity. A clear mind can convey its message in logical and effective way. One can see the teachings of Islam that they are not blind like other religions. Islam asks time and again for logical reasoning and accepting things with reason and proof. Our Holy Prophet PBUH was well aware of objectives of shariah that why he used logical reasoning in his methodology”. [Alkanderi, 2001: 101]

The methodology of Holy Prophet PBUH was very effective and listeners could easily understand and reach the objectives of injunctions. In fact, Our Holy Prophet PBUH was ordained by Allah Almighty to clearly convey the message of Islam as Holy Quran says about this feature of Holy Prophet PBUH:

> (وَأَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْكَ الذِّكْرَ لِتُبَيِّنَ لِلنَّاسِ مَا نُزِّلَ إِلَيْهِمْ وَلَعَلَّهُمْ يَتَفَكَّرُونَ) (Al-Quran, 16:44)

“And we revealed to you the message that you may make clear to the people what was sent down to them and that they might give thought”.

**Correction by Observation**

The Prophetic way of correction of mistakes was wonderful. For instance, one narration is quoted below:

> ﴿وَأَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْكَ الذِّكْرَ لِتُبَيِّنَ لِلنَّاسِ مَا نُزِّلَ إِلَيْهِمْ﴾

Our Holy Prophet PBUH said in this regard:

> “And we revealed to you the message that you may make clear to the people what was sent down to them and

Gradualism & Continuity in Dawah

Allah Almighty in the Holy Quran, ordained different obligations gradually. Various example could be seen in the Holy Quran in this regard. The gradual commandament of Zakat, Salah, and restriction of alcohol are clear instances of gradualism. Our Holy Prophet PBUH followed the same strategy of Quran and ordained his companions various injunctions by the principle of gradualism. He started preaching people by explaining the harms of incorrect beliefs, immoral habits, and bad quarrels then slowly, called people towards correct and sound thinking, worships, good morals and ethical values. [Alvi, 2005: 70]

Our Holy Prophet PBUH said in this regard:

> "Then let the good things go on and the bad things be put off. Let them who bear the burdens of this life, bear what is easy and light for them and do not make them difficult, and cheer the people up by conveying glad tidings to them and do not repulse (them)."
Language of Listener

The medium of instructions in an educational system is very important because it produces long lasting effects on the understanding of students, academic learning and accomplishment of goals. It was the unique quality of holy Prophet PBUH that he used to teach by considering the language of the learners and using simple words which could easily be understood. It is reported into authentic narration that once a companion a person from a tribe came to Holy Prophet PBUH and he asked about fasting during travel. The Holy Prophet PBUH replied in his own language. In this context the preachers of Islam should consider the importance of language and try to use such language which could easily be understood by the listeners.

Suitable Time & Appropriate Intervals for Preaching

Along with other unique qualities the Holy Prophet PBUH was also a great psychologist. He was well aware that human mind cannot work continuously hours and hours that’s why it could be seen in into the traditions of holy Prophet peace be upon him that he used to choose suitable time for preaching as well as make the pauses during his talk. It is reported into many ahadith that the holy Prophet used to take pauses during his talk that the listeners could count his words and receive his message very clearly. There was not any kind of ambiguity in his talk. The Islamic preachers should follow the strategy of our Prophet PBUH to convey the message of Islamic effectively.

Entertainment in Dawah Activities

It is the dilemma of our educational system that students don’t show their interest into the learning activities and they get bore. The the strategy of holy Prophet peace be upon him was amazing in in a way that the students never got bore. Instead of losing interest, they were keenly interested to have more company with the Holy Prophet peace be upon him and spend their maximum time in the company of Holy Prophet peace be upon him.

Giving Good News in Preaching

One of the Unique qualities of Holy Prophet peace be upon him was giving good news during this teaching process. We could see in his traditions that he often used to give good news on good academic, moral and other achievements which led toward increase in productivity.

Conclusions & Recommendations

The above points clearly revealed that the Holy Prophet PBUH was well aware of benefits of Psychological Considerations, Logical Reasoning, Removal of Doubts, Correction by Observation, Gradualism & Continuity, Language of Listener, Suitable Time, Appropriate Intervals, Entertainment, Giving Company to the Companions, Giving Good News in Dawah. In this connection it would be beneficial for the religious scholars if they take guidance from the methodology of Holy Prophet PBUH in order to convey the messages of Islam in peaceful, effective, and comprehensive way. Moreover, the Islamic preachers should use all the contemporary means of preaching including electronic, print and social media and various other techniques to spread the message of Islam around the globe. By keeping in view, the prophetic strategy, the Islam will attract the both; believers and non-believers. Furthermore, the Prophetic principles would help in bringing peace and prosperity into the society.
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Muhammad Zulqarnain, Riaz Ahmad Saeed

Exploring Prophetic Approach of Dawah in Education with Respect to Contemporary Applications

Education holds a central position in the empowerment of society as it directly influences social, political, economic, and cultural system. It is beautified and dignified with sublime manifestations of its custodians (the teachers) who enlighten the globe by sound knowledge, professional conduct, moral values in terms of inspirational talk, sympathetic attitude, modesty, courage, wisdom, and truthfulness. The purpose of this paper is to investigate and explain the Dawah methodology of Holy Prophet PBUH in education. Qualitative and descriptive research approach was used for collection and analysis of data. The review of literature reveals that Holy Prophet (PBUH) considered education as a change agent in society as he wisely inculcated importance of education in the illiterate tribal society. He by using effective teaching methods conveyed the peaceful message of Islam, built strong positive relationship with people and preached them by showing sympathy, humbleness, patience and modesty. The article in this context is divided into two parts: first would address the significant of education to Prophet Muhammad PBUH in context of Dawah, second would address the strategy of Holy Prophet PBUH in Dawah and its usefulness for contemporary preachers. The research concluded that Holy Prophet PBUH has established a relationship with the audience of reverence, self-esteem, grace, courtesy and kindness. To an ordinary people he was very kind and soft-hearted. First, in front of the public he himself showed good deeds and then urged them to carry on his teachings. He proved to be a respectful, modest and soft-hearted preacher throughout his life. This was the reason that his perfect model of teaching changed the ignorant Bedouin society in a short span of time and as the Quran purports, brought them from darkness to light.
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